
Fundamental Skill – Underarm throw  
 

 
Games 
Noughts and Crosses 
What you will need  
 
Chalk or marking tape or anything you can use to make a grid 
Bean bags /pebbles anything with a bit of weight and won’t roll away. 
 
Find a family member to play it with. 
Using chalk or marking tape, create a nought and cross grid on the floor. 
Take it in turns to throw underarm with your beanbag/rock to get it to land in a grid square 
from a line about 1 metre away.  It’s not allowed to bounce out. 
The first person to align three beanbags in a row, vertically, horizontally or diagonally, is the 
winner. 
 
Change it up!! 
 
Move the throwing line closer or further away from the grid square, according to the players 
throwing abilities. 
Make the grid squares smaller or larger. 
Set up a timed competition, in which each team has 1 minute to make a line of noughts or 
crosses with their beanbags and as many throws as they like.  Opposing player has to beat 
their score. 
Why not add in a penalty that if you miss the square/ grid you have to run around a marker 
before having another throw. 
Play against yourself.  Beat your highest score. 
 
  

Skill Criteria Why are they important? 
1. Stands face on to the 
direction of throw. 

The body needs to be oriented toward the target. 

2.  Stable head and trunk, 
eyes focused on target 
area. 

This action ensures all movement occurs in the forward and 
backward plane. 

3.  Ball held in front of body This starting position allows for the back swing of the 
throwing arm. 

4.  Steps forward with 
opposite foot to throwing 
arm. 

This action enables a greater distance over which the 
throwing arm can develop force. 

5. Well timed release. The angle of release will determine the distance the ball will 
travel. 

6. Follows through with 
straight arm. 

The back swing and follow through ensures a greater 
distance and time over which to develop force for the throw.  
A straight arm creates a longer lever and therefore a greater 
range of motion. 



 
In the bucket 
 
What you will need 
1 bucket / washing basket (something to throw into) each 
Something to mark the 3 throwing lines 
A pair of socks rolled up 
 
How to play 
 
Stand behind the first line that is approximately 1mtr away from the bucket.   
Squat 10 times before you attempt to throw underarm into the bucket. 
Success – move back to the second marker approximately 2 metres away from the bucket. 
10 squats then attempt to throw underarm into the bucket. 
Miss – run and grab do another 10 squats and try again from the same marker. 
 
Continue in this manner until you get the ball into the bucket from all 3 throwing lines. 
 
Change it up 
Change the distance of the throwing lines depending on ability 
Change the activity e.g. Star jumps. 
Make the target bigger or smaller. 
 

 

 


